
ud's work was based ort individual case studies of troubled 
up ·-class, Austrian white women who lived 100 years ago. Are 
their eriences applicable to a populat ion of say, today's 
middle- ·s Japanese men? Were the results even applicable to 
the vast m ity of Austrian women outside Freud's study a cen-
tury ago? Pro ably not. 

• Development is · felong process; it is not simply fixed in 
hood. 

• Boys' gender identity not result from an Oedipus 
around the time of kinder -ceo. Gender identity is achi vecl even 
without a same-:sex parent a.r d the house (Frieze others, 1978). 

• Freud underestimated peer in ace on personality develop-
ment, and he overestimated pare al influence. 

• The neural network of und ge · is insuffic iently de-
veloped to sustain the kind of ernotio trauma Freud described. 

• Freud asked his patients leading question a may have led to 
false recall of events that never rea'Hy happen 
1994). These same concerns exist uoBay over rep rts of "repressed 
memories" of childhood sexual abuse . Evidence s · gests thera-
pists may inadvertently i plant false memories of us in the 
way they ask clients que tions (Ofshe & Watters, 19 · . 
Freud's personal bi<l.$ s are evident in his focus on male de lopment. 

• Freud's theory is ot cientific. It's difficult to submit conce1 such 
as the Oeclip· complex or the id to the rigors of scientific r sc n . 

Freud, neve eless left a lasting legacy. Our language is filled wr h 
alyr· terms, from repression to inferiority complex. Freud's ideru 

sread· d dined in importance in the academic world for years , 
th ·apists, talk shows, and the public still love the concepts 

994). 

Humanistic Perspective 
9. What are some major goals of humanistic psychology, 
and how does this perspective view personality 
development? 
ntrast to Freud's focus on troubled people, humanistic psychol-

uses on fulfilled individuals with the goal of helping us all reach 
potential. This movement began gaining credibility and mo-

m in the United States in the 1960s. Humanistic psychologists 
a psychology that (Schultz & Schultz, 1996) 

.,. humanistic psychology A 
perspective that focuses on the 
study of conscious experience 
and the individual 's freedom 
to choose and capacity for per-
sonal growth. 
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Abraham Maslow 

Figure 25.2 Maslow's 
Hierarchy of Needs 
(From Maslow, 1970) 

1. emphasized conscious experience. 
2. focused on free will and creative abilities. 
3. studied all factors (not just observable behaviors) relevant. to the 

human condition. 

Humanistic psychologists thought psychology in the 1960s was ig-
noring human strengths and virtues. Freud studied the motives 
"sick" people, those who came to him with psychological problems. 
Humanists, such as Abraham Maslow and Carl Rogers, thought we 
should also study "healthy" people. They believed human personality 
was shaped more by our unique capacity to determine our future than 
by our unconscious conflicts or past learning. 

Abraham Maslow and Self-Actualization 
10. What is the basic idea underlying Maslow's hierarchy 
of needs? 

Studying psychologically healthy people, Abraham Maslow con-
structed a hierarchy of needs (1970) to help explain personality and per-
sonal growth (Figure 25.2). Maslow believed we must satisfy our basic 
physiological needs for food, water, and air before attempting to meet 
the security and safety needs of the second level of the hierarchy, and the 

love and belongingness of the third level. Then, aft;er meeting our 
needs for self-esteem, we could finally strive to fulfill our potential as 

humans and obtain self-actualization, the highest level of his hier-
archy. The self-actualized person works toward a life that is chal-

lenging, productive, and meaningful. 
Searching for examples of self-actualized people, Maslow. 

studied paragons of society, like Eleanor Roosevelt and 
ham Lincoln. He found that those who live productive anq 

rich lives are 

• self-aware and self-accepting. 
• open and spontaneous. 

• loving and caring. 
• not paralyzed by others' opinions. 

• focused on a particular task they often see as a 
mission. 
• involved in a few deep relationships, not 

many superficial ones. 
• likely to have been moved by personal 

peak experiences that surpass ordinary con-
scwusness. 
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These mature adult qualities, wrot,e Maslow, are found in those who 
have "acquired enough courage to be unpopular," discovered their call-
ing, and learried enough in life to be compassionate. These individuals 
have also outgrown any mixed feelings toward their parents and are "se-
cretly uneasy about the cruelty, meanness, and mob spirit so often found 
in young people" (Shultz & ,Shultz, 2000). 

Carl and the Person-Centered Approach 
11. In Rogers' view, what three qualities foster human 
growth? · 

Humanistic psychologist Carl R gers agreed with Maslow that peo-
ple are good and strive for self-a_ctuaJjzation. Rogers (1980) viewed 
people muCh like seeds thac thrive when they have the right mixture 
of ingrepient:s. Just as seeds flourish when given soi l, and sun, 
Rogers said, peop.le will flourish :wl1en given acceptance, genuineness, 
and empathy. 

And how do we nurture proper human growth in others? By being 
accepting-ideally, through unconditional positive regard, or an atti-
tude of total acceptance toward the other person. This attitude values 
others even though we are aware of their faults and failings. Rogers 
thought that family members close friends who express uncondi-
tional positive regard for us provide us with great relief. We can let go, 
,l..lJlll[:;,);) our most troubling thoughts, and not have to explain ourselves. 

We also nurture growth by being genuine, according to Rogers. Gen-
people freely express their feelings and aren't afraid to disclose de-
about themselves. 

And, finally, we nurture growth by being empathic. Em,pathy in-
sharing thoughts and understanding and reflecting the other per-

feelings. The key to empathy is listening with understanding. 
the listener shows understanding, the person sharing feelings has 

uch easier time being open and han-
Rogers wrote, "Listening, of this very 
ial kind, is one of the most potent 

for change that I know" (Shultz & 
'2000). 

, genuineness, and empathy 
build a strong relationship between 
t and child, teacher and student, 

and employee, or any two people. 
believed these three qualities are 

y important in the relationship 
a client and a therapist. Carf Rogers 

Abraham Maslow 
(1908- 1 970) Humanistic psy-
chologist who proposed the hi-
erarchy of needs, with 
self-actualization as the ulti-
mate psychological need. 

self-actualization According 
to Abraham l'v!aslow, the ulti-
mate psychological need that 
arises after basic physical and 
psychological needs are met 
and self-esteem is achieved; 
the motivation to fulfill one's 
potential. 

Rogers (1902-1987) 
Humanistic psychologist who 
stressed the importance of ac-
ceptance, genuineness, and 
empathy in fostering human 
growth. 

unconditional positive regard 
According to Carl Rogers, an 
attitude of total acceptance 
toward another person. 
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self-concept All our 
thoughts and feelings about 
ourselves, in answer to the 
question, "Who am I?" 

Too Impersonal? Most 
humanistic psychologists 
believe that written personali-
ty rests arc noc an adequate 
way to assess personal ity. T hey 
p refer conversations and inter-
views d1at reveal the individ-
ual's uniqueness. 

Assessing Personality and the Self 
12. How do humanistic psychologists attempt to assess 
personality? 

If Rogers, Maslow, or any humanistic psychologist wanted to 
your personality, they probably would ask you to answer questions t 
would help them evaluate your self-concept. Your self-concept 
eludes all your thoughts and feelings about yourself, in answer to 
question "Who am I?" Rogers, for example, often asked clients to 
scribe themselves first as they actually were and then as they would icl . 
ally like to be. He believed that the closer the actual self was to the i 
self, the more positive the person's self-concept. Assessing personal 
growth during therapy was a matter of measuring the difference 
tween ratings of ideal self and actual self 

For some humanistic psychologists, any kind of structured f e 
test is simply too impersonal and detached from the' real human being. 
them, only a series of lengthy interviews and personal conversations 
allow us to understand a person's unique experiences and personality. 

Evaluating the Humanistic Perspective 
13. What are the greatest contributions- and the 
greatest weaknesses- of the humanistic perspective o 
persona I ity? 

Carl Rogers once said, "Humanistic psychology has not had a s · 
cant impact oh. mainstream psychology. We are perceived as having 
atively little importance" (Cunningham, 1985). Was Rogers correct? 

Society has benefited from humanistic psychology. Therapy p . 
rices, child-rearing techniques, and workplace management can all 
test to a positive humanistic influence. 

But there have been unintentional n 
ative effects as well. Some people have 
takenly interpreted uncondir.ional pos.it 
regard for children as meaning that 
should never offer constructive criticis 
a child, or worse, never tell a child no. 
ics also point out that many hLlll1ani 
terms are vague and hard to define pr ci 
so that other researchers can test t 
Maslow, for example, stated that the 
actualized person is spontaneous, lo·ving, 
/Jt'Odtlctive. E ow do we define these te 
all w Maslow's assumptions to be 
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scientifically? Without such tests, how do we know whether these terms 
simply reflect Maslow's personal valu:es? 

Whatever its impact on> mairisrream psychology, humanistic psy-
chology lajd the foundation for the positive psychology movement of the 
pas:t few years. A.s a .resuh, mtmy researchers are now studying the 
human strengths and virtues, like , courage and hope, of healthy people, 
rather than just the disorders of those who are not psychologically 
healthy. 

· l·e-25: The Psychodynamic and Humanistic 
'<:thies 

four persof1ality is yo characteristic pattern 
9f thinking, feeling, and · c:: · ng. Psychologists 

personality from many erspectives, in-
the psychodynamic and humanistic 

he Psychodynamic Perspective 
1. What is the psychodynamic perspective, and hoi/J 

does it view personality? 
The psychodynamic perspective grew out of 
Sigmund Freud's theory of personality, 

' known as psychoanalysis. Those who study 
personality ftom the psychodynamic p r 
spective share with Freud the beliefs l at 
many ofour thought processes occll,.t" 
sciously and that our childhood eriences 

·. influence our adult · t . uc psycho-
' dynamic theorists tend consider unre-

solved childhood con · ts (especially sexual 
conflicts) as less importan than Fteud did. 

2. In Freud's view, how do the 
scious, and unconscious regions 
fer from one another? 

mind to an 
, most of the entity is 
The conscious mind 

Freud compared 
iceberg; in each 
hidden from 
holds the s and feelings we are 

r below the surface is the pre-
mind, hOlding the thoughts and 

es not in our current awareness but 

Module 25 

retrievable. At the deepest, unseen 
is the unconscious, a vast region of 

IJ:Hlinly unaccep table thoughts, wishes, 
feelings, and memories. Freud studied the 
unconscious by having people free associ-
ate (relrur and say whatever came into their 
mind), by ebserving their habits and acci-
dental and by analyzing 
their dreams. · 
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